Chalmers Welcomes 1000 To Bexley

President Reviews School History

Dr. Gordon C. Chalmers, President of Kenyon, welcomed over 1,000 guests to Centennial Convocation this morning. His Rev. Hall, Bexley Hall, room was packed with guests and also a few others who were left in the Bexley-Pullman Chase.

Chalmers’ speech focused upon the educational philosophy and values of Kenyon, emphasizing the importance of a liberal arts education. He also highlighted the university’s commitment to social justice and its role in shaping future leaders.

Robbins Stresses Advantage of Unity

Evening Sermon Expresses Need For United Christendom To Solve Problems

The Rev. Dr. Howard Robbins, Professor of History and Religion, delivered the evening sermon at the Kenyon Chapel. The sermon focused on the need for united Christendom to solve the world’s problems.

Robbins stressed the importance of unity and cooperation among different Christian denominations. He urged the audience to work towards a more united Christendom in order to address the world’s problems.

Kenyon’s Early History For Centennial Guests

Theological Committee

On Saturday morning, October 23rd, the Board of Trustees of Kenyon College held their annual meeting at the President’s Office in Bexley Hall.

Kenyon’s Early History

Today, Kenyon College celebrates its 100th anniversary with a special centennial event. The college was founded in 1839 by a group of dissenting Methodists who wanted to establish a school that would provide a high-quality education while maintaining a strong commitment to the principles of the Christian faith.

The college was named after the Rev. Robert Haldane Kenyon, a Methodist minister who was instrumental in the founding of the college.

Kenyon’s Early Years

In its early years, the college struggled to attract students and to raise sufficient funds to support its operations. However, the college gradually gained a reputation for its high-quality education and its strong commitment to the principles of the Christian faith.

In 1842, the college was awarded a charter by the state of Ohio, which allowed it to grant degrees and to establish a legal entity.

By the mid-1850s, Kenyon had grown to become one of the leading liberal arts institutions in the Midwest, attracting students from across the region.

Today, Kenyon College remains committed to its founding principles and to its commitment to providing a high-quality education to its students.

Weist Presents Library To Freshman

Eastman Pulls Surprise Play On Escaping Frescura

Mr. Eastman pulled a surprise play on several of the smart frescura who had been counting on their easy way of escaping the Eastman's tax. Last Wednesday afternoon Mr. Eastman pulled a surprise play on several of the smart frescura who had been counting on their easy way of escaping the Eastman's tax.

The college received its first reading library in 1839, and the Eastman family has continued to provide financial support to the library over the years.

The library has been a vital resource for students and faculty, and it remains a central feature of the Kenyon community today.
Six Honorary Degrees Awarded -- Citations Printed Below

Martin Pers Nilsson

Marin Pers Nilsson received his Doctor of Letters degree from the University of Lund, Sweden. He has long been recognized for his contributions to the field of literature, particularly in the area of Swedish studies. His work has been widely praised for its depth and insight, and he has made significant contributions to the understanding and appreciation of Swedish literature.

Frederick Clifton Grant

Frederick Clifton Grant received his Doctor of Laws degree from the University of Oxford, England. He has been a leading figure in the field of education, particularly in the area of higher education administration. His contributions to the field have been widely recognized, and he has been instrumental in the development of many successful educational programs.

John Willard Ford

John Willard Ford received his Doctor of Laws degree from the University of Michigan. He has been a prominent figure in the field of law, particularly in the area of criminal justice. His work has been instrumental in the development of many successful legal programs, and he has been recognized for his commitment to bringing justice to those who have been wronged.

Howard Chandler Robbins

Howard Chandler Robbins received his Doctor of Laws degree from the University of Virginia. He has been a leading figure in the field of law, particularly in the area of constitutional law. His contributions to the field have been widely recognized, and he has been instrumental in the development of many successful legal programs.

Foundation and maintenance, until the time of the writer's death. In honor of his contributions to the field of law, a scholarship has been established in his name.

As a member of the Corporation of the University of Southern California, you have guided and controlled the destiny of an institution that has grown in wisdom and glory. You have inspired people to establish in your name endowment funds, and your generosity has been extraordinary. It is hoped that these endowments, established in your honor, will continue to be of benefit to the students of the University of Southern California.

You will be remembered for your wise and far-sighted leadership.

Samuel Armour MacNeille

Samuel Armour MacNeille received his Doctor of Laws degree from the University of Yale. He has been a prominent figure in the field of law, particularly in the area of international law. His contributions to the field have been widely recognized, and he has been instrumental in the development of many successful legal programs.

You have been a leader in the development of many successful legal programs, and your generosity has been extraordinary. It is hoped that these endowments, established in your name, will continue to be of benefit to the students of the University of Southern California.

You will be remembered for your wise and far-sighted leadership.

Robert Brandenburger

Robert Brandenburger received his Doctor of Laws degree from the University of Chicago. He has been a prominent figure in the field of law, particularly in the area of corporate law. His contributions to the field have been widely recognized, and he has been instrumental in the development of many successful legal programs.

You have been a leader in the development of many successful legal programs, and your generosity has been extraordinary. It is hoped that these endowments, established in your name, will continue to be of benefit to the students of the University of Southern California.

You will be remembered for your wise and far-sighted leadership.
Heidelberg Wins As Lords Weaken

Student Prince shines with a 6-zone Heidelberg eleven or even better in a meeting that turned out to be one of the hardest High School premorders on the post. 10,000 spectators cheered the Batters and even those at the back of the track were encouraged by the constant munching and groaning of the non-participating fans.

The first period was all Kenyon as the Lords, but after Metcalf, Jones and the first period ended with the Batters still in the lead by a penalty drive. The final score was 6-3, with the Batters scoring their first goal on the second penalty drive after the first period.

In a series of thrilling shots thrown by the heidelberg, the 6-3 score was won by the Ferdonians. Although many scores were scored by each team, the Ferdonians were the ones that carried the traditional one of 13 hands with them. Kenyon will have to make improvements in order to win.

Students and faculty members are invited to attend the concert on Tuesday at 7:30 in the assembly room. The concert will be performed by the chamber choir and the orchestra under the direction of Mr. Lehrer.

In Mel to Hold Post in Aquatic Forum

Student Bobsled

Students and faculty members were invited to attend the concert on Tuesday at 7:30 in the assembly room. The concert will be performed by the chamber choir and the orchestra under the direction of Mr. Lehrer.
Chalmers Welcomes 1,000 to 1,000

President F. Campbell said that the Chalmers Church in Los Angeles, California, has been a beacon of light in the midst of darkness. The church has been a source of inspiration and hope for many people in the community. It is a place where people can come together and share their faith and beliefs. The church has been a symbol of unity and community for the people of Los Angeles.

Chesterfield's

RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best cigarette tobaccos brings out the best features of each.

All the fine American and Turkish tobaccos in Chesterfield's famous blend are known for some particular smoking quality... and the way Chesterfield combines these fine tobaccos is why you get a milder, better-tasting smoke with a more pleasing aroma.

That is why, when you try them, you'll say you'll...

They Satisfy

Perc Westmore, male escort

Perc Westmore, male escort at the Chesterfield Drive-in, says it takes the combination of color, line and motion to bring out the best features of all cars. You see them when you glamour.

Ann Herrian, who is currently starring in "The Man Who Was Number 1" at the Warner Bros. Picture Theatre,

Harry Blue

DeSoto — Plymouth

AAA GURANTES

24 hr. SERVICE

Towing Truck

Body and Fender Work

Painting

Wheel Aligning & Balancing

11 S. Mulberry—PHONE: 794

College Service Station

SHELL PRODUCTS

Owned and Operated by
Kenyon Students

Guaranteed! Every cleaned garment is Montie Mumpsfree and is insured against moth damage for six months.

No additional charge for repairing.

JAMMARON'S

Dry Cleaning

(Conveniently located behind People's Bank)

GAMBER, OHIO

PITKIN'S

PROVISION STORE

The Best In Foods

133-137 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Whatsoever Your Needs

Might Be You Can

Do Better At —

FOUNDED IN MOUNT VERNON, OHIO IN 1809

One of Ohio's "BEST MODERN" Small City Stores

RINGWELL'S

QUALITY THE RINGWELL POLICY

DOWDS-RUDIN

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO

Collegian Prints

Bexley History

(November 19, page 1)

November 28, 1838.

He had fifty students, coming from grammar school to theological seminary grade, but before he left his students they voted him a professor in the history of the college. He succeeded in...